Interaction between spiral and paced waves in cardiac tissue
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Agladze K, Kay MW, Krinsky V, Sarvazyan N. Interaction between spiral and paced waves in cardiac tissue. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 293: H503–H513, 2007. First published March 23, 2007; doi:10.1152/ajpheart.01060.2006.—For prevention of lethal arrhythmias, patients at risk receive implantable cardioverter-defibrillators, which use high-frequency antitachycardia pacing (ATP) to convert tachycardias to a normal rhythm. One of the suggested ATP mechanisms involves paced-induced drift of rotating waves followed by their collision with the boundary of excitable tissue. This study provides direct experimental evidence of this mechanism. In monolayers of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes in which rotating waves of activity were initiated by premature stimuli, we used the Ca2+-sensitive indicator fluo 4 to observe propagating wave patterns. The interaction of the spiral tip with a paced wave was then monitored at a high spatial resolution. In the course of the experiments, we observed spiral wave pinning to local heterogeneities within the myocyte layer. High-frequency pacing led, in a majority of cases, to successful termination of spiral activity. Our data show that 1) stable spiral waves in cardiac monolayers tend to be pinned to local heterogeneities or areas of altered conduction, 2) overdrive pacing can shift a rotating wave from its original site, and 3) the wave break, formed as a result of interaction between the spiral tip and a paced wave front, moves by a paced-induced drift mechanism to an area where it may become unstable or collide with a boundary. The data were complemented by numerical simulations, which was used to further analyze experimentially observed behavior.
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Rotating waves of activity have been discovered in many biological, physical, and chemical systems (1, 3, 21, 39), yet these studies, in major part, were inspired by the relevance of this topic to the functioning of the heart (28, 31, 39). A large body of work during the past four decades using experimental and numerical approaches (for review see Refs. 25 and 38) provide a bulk of the information about the dynamics of rotating waves in heart tissue. The development of potentiometric and Ca2+-sensitive indicators allowed optical mapping of excitation patterns with a high degree of spatial and temporal resolution (for review see Ref. 14). Thus it became possible not only to directly visualize spiral waves in the heart but to follow the details of their behavior.

Another important tool was the development of an in vitro experimental system using confluent cardiomyocyte monolayers. This system has reduced structural complexity compared with the heart per se, which is an advantage when the goal is an understanding of the fundamental properties of wave propagation in cardiac tissue. It has provided a basis for many successful studies of wave propagation at the cellular level (19, 30, 35), generation of steadily rotating single and multiple-armed spiral waves (8, 15), creation of controlled inhomogeneities and simulated defibrillation shocks (18), and propagation disturbances caused by local ischemia-reperfusion injury (6, 33).

Rotating waves, or reentries, are believed to be responsible for many dangerous cardiac tachyarrhythmias. However, despite the wide clinical use of antitachycardia pacing (ATP), the mechanism of its success is not completely understood and remains an area of active investigation (9, 12, 26, 34). There are two main reasons for this. 1) Predicting propagation patterns in an intact organ is an arduous task, especially when the anatomic and functional complexity of a diseased heart is considered. 2) Technical challenges are involved in recording propagation patterns in an intact organ at temporal and spatial resolution sufficient to reveal the interactions of rotating waves and paced wave fronts. For these reasons, our understanding of the mechanisms of reentry termination by an external source is derived, in large part, from numerical studies or simplified models of cardiac tissue (20, 23, 28, 37, 40–42). These works considered the effects of pacing on reentrant activity or provided insights regarding the motion of a spiral tip, which is relevant to the notion of paced-induced spiral drift as a potential mechanism of ATP.

The usefulness of neonatal myocyte cultures for ATP analysis was reinforced by a recent study that addressed the relationship between the steepness of the restitution curve and the ability of overdrive pacing to convert a single loop of functional reentry to multiple-arm spirals (9). This conversion, detrimental in the clinical sense, occurred in <15% of the cases; in the majority (>80%) of cases, functional reentry was successfully terminated by overdrive pacing. Notably, the exact mechanism of such termination remained unclear, mainly because of the lack of spatial resolution required to track the motion of a spiral tip.

We met this challenge by real-time observation of excitation waves using confocal microscopy. The spatiotemporal resolution of the recordings was sufficient for tracking the trajectory of a spiral wave tip in an interactive mode. Using this method, we visualized the interaction of a spiral wave tip with the wave front of paced waves. Our data suggest that 1) stable spiral waves in cardiac monolayers tend to be pinned to local microheterogeneities, 2) overdrive pacing can shift a rotating wave from its original site, and 3) the wave break, formed as a result of interaction between the spiral tip and the paced wave front, can be moved by a paced-induced drift mechanism to an area where it becomes unstable or collides with a boundary.

METHODS

Cell preparation. Neonatal rat ventricular cardiomyocytes were obtained using a standard trypsin-collagenase digestion protocol (4).
The cells were plated on 25-mm laminin-coated glass coverslips (10⁵ cells/cm²) and kept under standard culture conditions in DMEM supplemented with 5% FBS, 10 U/ml penicillin, 10 μg/ml gentamicin, and 1 μg/ml streptomycin. By the third day, the cells had formed interconnected confluent networks that exhibited rhythmic, spontaneous contractions. The cells were used in experiments during the next 3–4 days. To monitor the monolayer activity, we loaded the cells with the Ca²⁺-sensitive indicator fluo 4 (dissociation constant = 345 nM) and visualized excited wave propagation by following Ca²⁺ transients, as described previously (5).

**Protocols for pacing and spiral wave generation.** Functional reentries (also called spiral waves) were initiated by premature stimulation, whereby two current pulses were sequentially delivered, each to a separate bipolar platinum electrode placed in close contact with the cell layer using a micromanipulator. The time delay between the pulses placed the second pulse within the vulnerable window, creating a spiral wave. Overdrive pacing was then applied via either of the two bipolar electrodes.

To slow wave propagation, we lowered the temperature of the bathing medium to 20°C and applied the gap-junctional uncoupler heptanol (33). The diminished conduction velocity 1) allowed the trajectory of the spiral tip to be resolved at 16 frames/s and 2) increased the space scale of our monolayers (i.e., reduced the ratio of reentrant path length to the size of the media), such that paced waves and fully developed spiral waves could coexist. Specifically, the slow conduction velocity reduced the wavelength to ~4 mm or approximately one-sixth of the coverslip diameter, allowing observation of interactions between paced waves and fully developed spiral waves within a 25-mm coverslip.

We performed >100 individual experiments in the following order. First, we optimized a protocol for initiating the spirals. Then we determined how many of these induced spirals are stable enough for the pacing protocol and evaluated how successfully pacing terminated the stable spirals. Only then did we proceed with our efforts to visualize paced-induced drift. This was documented in 10 cases using recordings in which all of the following 4 conditions were met: 1) the spiral shifted upon pacing; 2) the field of view was constant; i.e., the frame was not moved; 3) the spiral tip’s trajectory was within the frame; and 4) the interaction of paced fronts with the wave break could be seen.

**Imaging techniques.** For close-up measurements, the excitation waves were monitored using a confocal imaging system (LSM 510, Zeiss). Images were acquired with a ×4 magnification, 0.16 NA objective (Olympus UPlanApo) at 16 frames/s, 64 × 64 pixels, and 30 μm/pixel spatial resolution. Fluo 4 was excited at 488 nm using a 25-mW argon laser, and emission was acquired from 505–530-nm range. The sensitivity of the confocal system allowed us to observe Ca²⁺ transients in real time, thereby enabling us to acquire the data while moving the field of view and pacing the layer.

The downside of confocal imaging is its limited field of view, which was circumvented with a charge-coupled device camera imaging system, which we used to image the entire coverslip. In this system, an Andor iXon DV860D-DCS-BV camera (100 frames/s, 64 × 64 pixels after 2 × 2 binning, and 0.5 mm/pixel spatial resolution) was fitted with a 6 mm/F1.0 lens (Cosmicar C40601) and close-up lenses (+17, Kodak). Excitation light was supplied by two light-emitting diodes (Luxeon V Star, 470 nm), each of which was coupled to a fiber-optic guide to direct light onto the coverslip.

The tile mode of the confocal imaging system (LSM 510, Zeiss) was employed to create Fig. 2. The motorized stage of the confocal imaging system was used to stitch together multiple individual frames, each at a high spatial resolution.

**Numerical simulations.** Spiral waves and paced planar waves were simulated using a continuous isotropic sheet model with no-flux boundary conditions (27). Transmembrane potential (V_m) was computed at each node in a rectilinear grid as

$$\frac{\partial V_m}{\partial t} = D \nabla^2 V_m - \frac{I_{ion}}{C_m}$$

with a membrane capacitance (C_m) of 1.0 μF/cm². The membrane current (I_{ion}, μA/cm²) kinetics were computed using the Drouhard-Roberge formulation (13) of the inward Na⁺ current (I_{Na}), and the Beeler-Reuter formulations (7) of the slow inward current (I_s), time-independent K⁺ current (I_{Ks}), and time-activated outward current (I_{Kr}). To obtain sustained spiral waves without breakup, the time constants of Ca²⁺ current activation and inactivation were slowed by multiplying by a factor ω, as previously described (11, 27).

Model parameters were as follows: the grid size was 2.5 × 2.5 mm, dx = 0.025 mm, dt = 0.015 ms, D = 0.6 mm²/s, and ω = 0.50. A spiral was initiated by cross-field stimulation. In the absence of a local heterogeneity, the spiral was not stable and drifted into a boundary. Introducing a heterogeneity captured and stabilized the spiral. The process of spiral “capture” is illustrated in Fig. 3 (online Supplement 1). Specifically, the spiral was first initiated by cross-field stimulation. After a small delay, a heterogeneity was introduced in the center of the grid. This was done by assigning a value of 0.3gs1 at the conductance of the time-independent outward K⁺ channel for nodes within a 4-mm-radius circle from the center of the grid. Planar waves were then launched from the bottom edge of the grid at a frequency exceeding the spiral rotation rate.

**RESULTS**

**Termination of spiral wave activity.** Rotating wave initiation and termination were studied in a total of ~100 cell cultures. An individual coverslip was used several times; i.e., after termination of the reentry, it was induced again and subjected again to high-frequency pacing. The stability of a rotating wave and the success or failure of a pacing protocol were determined from Ca²⁺ transient signals obtained from a region of interest within the field of view. After five to eight rotations, ~70% of induced reentries (28 of 39 cases) self-terminated (Fig. 1A). If a rotating wave persisted, the field of view was adjusted for visualization of the spiral tip, and overdrive pacing was applied. Overdrive pacing terminated spiral wave activity with a 90% success rate (27 of 30 cases). The trace in Fig. 1B shows the initiation of a spiral wave followed by a train of paced waves that successfully terminated the spiral activity. The trace in Fig. 1C shows a rare unsuccessful attempt to terminate spiral activity by overdrive pacing. Examples of spiral’s spontaneous and paced-induced terminations are shown as online Supplements 3 and 4, respectively.

**Role of heterogeneity.** The heart is a highly heterogeneous organ in which rotating waves are likely to be pinned to anatomic or functional obstacles such as coronary vessels, collagen fibers, and ischemic or scar tissue (32). Cardiomyocyte cultures represent a much less heterogeneous substrate. However, the presence of fibroblasts, small differences in cell plating density, clusters of damaged or dead myocytes, and even differences in the alignment and number of intercellular junctions make this simplified model of cardiac tissue intrinsically heterogeneous. The heterogeneous nature of a monolayer is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows a macroscopically homogeneous coverslip that was imaged with a spatial resolution sufficient for visualization of microscopic heterogeneities. Although monolayer heterogeneities have minimal impact on planar wave propagation, they do affect spiral tip behavior, primarily because of a higher impact of the current sink-source relationship at critical curvatures. Indeed, the majority of
spiral tip. The last frame in the front of the paced wave can be seen as it approaches the spiral. A movie corresponding to the events shown in Fig. 4 can be found online (supplement 4). The numerical illustration of this process presented in Fig. 4D shows how the tip of the spiral, captured by a local heterogeneity in Fig. 3, interacts with the planar wave front of the paced wave.

**Paced-induced drift of spiral waves.** When the frequency of overdrive pacing exceeds the rotational frequency of the spiral, collisions between the wave front of paced waves and the spiral occur closer and closer to the tip (Fig. 5). In all 10 documented cases, spirals drifted away from the pacing site. With each paced wave, the collision site progresses toward the upper right corner until it reaches the spiral tip (Fig. 5A, top row). As shown in Fig. 5B, the tip location remained unchanged when the spiral collided with paced waves 1, 2, and 3, while the respective collision sites moved. When paced wave 4 collided with the tip, local refractoriness prevented the spiral from curling into the same area, causing an upward displacement of the wave break (arrow in Fig. 5B). Subsequent paced waves 5–8 continued to displace the wave break until it disappeared from the field of view (last frame in Fig. 5A and online supplement 4). A numerical illustration of paced-induced drift is shown in Fig. 6. The plot and corresponding frames (full sequence can be seen in supplement 5) show the upward movement of the collision site followed by tip displacement away from the pacing electrode. The overall scenario is identical to the experimental case in Fig. 5. Paced-induced drift synchronizes the wave break with the frequency of the pacing wave.

(Collision of the wave break with the boundary. Spiral waves can anchor to macroscopic obstacles to form anatomic reentries. The success of overdrive pacing in terminating anatomic reentries may depend on the size and boundary conditions of these obstacles (24). This study, however, focuses on functional reentries under conditions where endogenous microscopic heterogeneity simply anchors the spiral tip, thereby minimizing its meandering, but the size of the spiral core is negligible (Fig. 4A and online supplement 2). The complete sequence of events can be seen in online supplement 6). When a train of paced waves shifts a spiral wave from its original location, it is possible that 1) the wave break curls into a new spiral wave, which reattaches to heterogeneity or becomes unstable and self-terminates and 2) the wave break collides with an unexcitable boundary. To visualize such collisions, we used a CCD camera-based imaging system to expand our field of view to capture the entire coverslip (Fig. 7). A spiral wave was situated 5 mm from the border of the coverslip and pinned to an area of depressed conduction (Fig. 7, A and B). It stably rotated for several minutes before overdrive pacing was applied. The position of the pacing electrode is marked by two black dots in Fig. 7A. On collision of the paced waves with the spiral, the two waves coalesced (Fig. 7, C and D). The wave break then curled into a new spiral, which remained pinned to the local heterogeneity (Fig. 7E). With each new paced wave, the collision site and the area where the two waves coalesced moved toward the coverslip bound-

---

**Fig. 1.** Three types of behavior observed for induced reentrant (spiral) activity. Recordings of Ca²⁺ transients are shown as relative units of fluo 4 fluorescence. Arrows indicate the application of premature stimuli, which initiated a reentrant wave. A: self-termination of a reentrant wave. B: reentrant wave termination by overdrive pacing. C: unsuccessful termination of reentrant wave activation by overdrive pacing.

---

spirals that were stable (existed for >1 min) appeared to rotate around areas of microscopic heterogeneities, such as those shown in Fig. 2. A situation of how this might happen is shown in Fig. 3, where a spiral initiated by cross-field stimulation was captured by a nearby heterogeneity (also animated in online supplement 1). The small area with altered K⁺ conductance (gK⁺), seen as a brighter spot at the center, acts to attract and anchor the tip of the spiral wave (Fig. 3).

**Interaction of the paced waves with the spiral tip: formation of a wave break.** To observe the interaction of a spiral wave with paced waves, we initiated a stably rotating spiral and adjusted the field of view such that its tip was in the center. The tip was monitored for ≥1 min to confirm stability. Overdrive pacing was then applied from a distant site. Pacing continued for up to 30 s after paced waves approached the spiral tip and entrained the entire field of view. A typical pattern of the interaction of paced waves with a spiral tip is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. An activation map in Fig. 4A shows one complete rotation of the spiral, and a snapshot of a spiral tip is shown in Fig. 4B. This spiral wave was stable with a period of 0.72 s. It persisted for ≥60 s before it was terminated by overdrive pacing (online supplement 2).

A frame-by-frame sequence illustrating the collision of a spiral tip with a paced wave is shown in Fig. 4C. The planar front of the paced wave can be seen as it approaches the spiral tip. The last frame in the top row in Fig. 4C shows that the two waves have collided and coalesced. Propagation of the coalesced wave continued in the direction of the paced wave, but propagation into an area beyond the collision site was blocked because of refractoriness, resulting in a wave break (Fig. 4C, bottom row). Once the broken wave encountered tissue that regained excitability, it curled into a new spiral. A movie corresponding to the events shown in Fig. 4 can be found online (supplement 4). The numerical illustration of this process presented in Fig. 4D shows how the tip of the spiral, captured by a local heterogeneity in Fig. 3, interacts with the planar wave front of the paced wave.

Interactions of paced waves with a spiral tip: formation of a wave break.
ary and away from the pacing electrode (Fig. 8). Ultimately, the refractoriness of the collision site prevented curling of the wave break toward the area of local heterogeneity in a manner similar to the events shown in Fig. 4. This forced the wave break to shift, collide with the boundary (Fig. 7F), and terminate.

DISCUSSION

ATP is a procedure that is widely used to restore normal heart rhythm without application of damaging defibrillation shocks. Despite significant experimental and theoretical effort to clarify the mechanisms of ATP, it is unclear how a sequence of high-frequency pulses terminates the rotating waves, which are believed to be a cause of tachycardia (38). The conventional explanation is that one of the ATP pulses occurs during the so-called vulnerability window (VW), generating a wave front that rotates in a direction opposite to the existing rotating wave. This newly formed retrograde wave front then follows the same path as the existing rotating wave, causing both waves to annihilate on collision. The alternative explanation involves pacing-induced displacement of rotating waves. Once shifted from their original locations, functional reentries are likely to self-terminate or collide with the media boundary. Indeed, studies in isolated swine and sheep ventricular muscle slices (12, 26), as well as in monolayers of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes (9), suggested that such a scenario does occur.

Despite its importance, however, the mechanism of paced-induced spiral displacement remains unclear. This is largely due to the spatiotemporal resolution required to visualize the motion of the spiral tip. Here, using monolayers of rat ventricular myocytes in which propagation velocity was significantly reduced to resolve the motion of the spiral tip, we attempted to fill this gap. This measure also allowed us to reduce the wavelength of propagating waves to match the dimensions of our experimental preparations (25-mm coverslip). From experiments in chemical media and numerical analysis, it has been shown that when the frequency of overdrive pacing exceeds the rotational frequency of the spiral, collisions between the wave front of paced waves and the spiral approach the tip (29). This is true even when the size of the media is much larger than the wavelength, such that the spiral tip appears to be shielded from paced waves (20, 23). However, wavelength estimates for cardiac tissue suggest that heart size and the wavelength are comparable (22). Thus it is unlikely that the in vivo pacing source will be shielded from the spiral core by multiple wraps of the spiral arm. Therefore, one can argue that, even in the case of a limited number of paced waves (standard ATP protocols of 7–20 pulses), their wave fronts may be able to encroach on the tip of the rotating wave, similar to the sequence shown in Fig. 5. The closer the pacing electrode is to the core of a spiral, the more likely it is that a fixed number of pacing stimuli will reach the tip.
When a paced wave encountered the tip of a spiral wave, the spiral wave condensed to a singular wave break (Fig. 4C), similar to the scenario reported earlier for chemically excitable media (29). If pacing was maintained, this wave break cycled through three distinct steps: 1) it encountered excitable tissue and evolved into a spiral tip, 2) it collided with another paced wave, and 3) it propagated with the paced wave without evolving until it encountered excitable tissue, at which point it again evolved into a spiral tip (step 1). Within this cycle, the wave break, which is the seed of the potential spiral, is gradually pushed from its original site (Fig. 5). Notably, the wave break drifts slowly compared with the propagation speed (Figs. 5 and 6).

Mechanism-based suggestions to increase ATP success rates are in high demand, since this important task remains largely empirical (36). The two alternative mechanisms of ATP, i.e., VW-based and paced-induced drift-based, offer opposite recommendations relative to pacing frequency. In the VW-based mechanism, a retrograde wave front is generated when a stimulus is placed within the partially recovered tail of the rotating wave. In this scenario, a number of pulses are needed to find a narrow VW. If $T_s$ is the period of spiral wave rotation and $T_p$ is the period of paced waves, then $T_s - T_p = \Delta T$ should not exceed the VW. If so, then even with arbitrary placement of the first stimulus, the time of subsequent stimuli will be systematically shifted with respect to the tail of a rotating wave, such that, with enough stimuli, one will eventually be placed within the VW. If the condition is not fulfilled, for instance, if $T_p$ is substantially lower than $T_s$, then the success of placing a stimulus within the VW is probabilistic, and it is possible that the number of stimuli required for successful ATP

![Fig. 3. Capture of a nearby spiral by a local heterogeneity. A: 12 sequential frames show how a small area of heterogeneity, seen as a slightly brighter spot at the center, attracts the tip of a spiral wave. B: 4 sequential frames 10 cycles after the capture event shown in A. They illustrate that spiral remained stable and pinned to the same spot. Full sequence can be seen in the online supplement 1.](image-url)
would increase dramatically. Therefore, pacing frequency should not significantly exceed the rotational rate of reentry.

On the other hand, the velocity of paced-induced drift could be accelerated by increasing pacing frequency similar to that in the chemical active medium (2) and confirmed numerically (16). So the rotating wave is pushed away faster with increasing $T_s - T_p = \Delta T$ (the sole limitation being tissue capture). Therefore, the drift-induced pacing mechanism leads to a recommendation opposite to that derived from the VW concept.

Although the above reasoning is attractive because of the clarity of the underlying mechanisms, one warns against its simplistic interpretation. The in vivo situation is much more complex: waves propagate in three dimensions, their curvature depends on fiber orientation, and tissue properties change as ischemia sets in. In addition, multiple rotating waves can occur
during one tachycardia episode, and/or paced-induced drift can be followed by VW-based termination (10).

Another factor to consider for the VW-based and paced-induced drift mechanism is the geometry and size of cardiac tissue. Stimulation into VW will terminate reentry only in a one-dimensional case or in a very confined space. Otherwise, instead of termination, the stimulus could initiate a new pair of rotating waves. Thus, limiting the excitable area is a crucial prerequisite. In the case of the drift-based termination, the border also plays a decisive role. In vivo, many anatomic structures, including large vessels, annuli of cardiac valves, and atrioventricular septa, which insulate ventricles from the atria, as well as regions of fibrotic or ischemic tissue, can serve as a boundary. In the case of three-dimensional rotating waves, or scrolls, the endocardium and epicardium also serve as boundaries of the excitable media.

**Limitations.** 1) Because of the small field of view required to monitor spiral tip movement, it was not always possible to clearly attribute paced-induced termination of spiral waves to just the mechanism of paced-induced drift. In a few cases, only one paced-induced shift of a spiral tip resulted in a spiral’s disappearance from the field of view and cessation of its activity. Therefore, the emphasis of this study is to show that
paced-induced drift does occur, not on its relative prevalence. Numerical studies suggest that many factors, including the distance between the electrode and a spiral tip, propagation velocity, and the ratio of spiral to pacing frequency, may affect the ability of a limited number of paced waves to reach the spiral tip (17, 20, 23). Additionally, endogenous monolayer heterogeneities will impact the success of unpinning and how drift would progress after a spiral is unpinned (24, 34).

We did not report mean values of drift velocity ($V_{drift}$), as this value depends on pacing frequency. Our previous studies (29) suggest that $V_{drift} \sim V_{planar\ wave} \times (1 - T_s/T_p)$. Although this relationship is likely to hold for cardiac preparations, full statistical confirmation awaits future studies.

2) Although it is very likely that stably rotating spirals would be pinned to heterogeneities such as those shown in Fig. 2, further work is required to prove and quantify this effect.

3) The Beeler-Reuter model provides a generic reconstruction of the action potential for a mammalian ventricular myocardial cell. It was used in our numerical experiments to explore the interactions between paced wave fronts and the tips of spiral waves that were observed in our experiments. We shortened action potentials in our model by reducing the activation and inactivation time constants of the $Ca^{2+}$ current. This was done to reduce the time scale of interaction events between paced wave fronts and spiral tips from $\sim 10-15$ s, as observed in experiments, to a little more than 1 s for the

Fig. 6. Paced-induced drift of spiral wave: numerical study. $A$: impeding collisions between the spiral wave and 4 consecutive paced waves before they reach the tip (top row) and 3 impeding collisions of the spiral wave and paced waves during paced-induced drift (bottom row). Right: relative positions of collision site (white lines) and wave break (solid circle). Dotted circle, area of local heterogeneity similar to that in Fig. 4D. $B$: graphical illustration of the process in $A$. ○, Position of the wave break; •, collision site coordinates. *, Illustration that the wavebreak displacement occurs as a result of the previous collision (paced wave 7), and not due to the collision with what will be the next paced wave (wave 8).
Fig. 7. Paced-induced spiral wave detachment and subsequent termination due to wave break collision with a boundary. A: location of pacing electrodes and a local heterogeneity (left) and circular wave fronts of paced waves (note changes in wave curvature near local heterogeneity) and appearance of the cell layer after overdrive pacing was turned off (right). B: 4 sequential frames showing spiral wave pinned to a heterogeneity. C: 5 sequential frames showing collision of the spiral wave with the 1Hz paced wave. D: 5 sequential frames showing fusion of spiral and paced wavefronts followed by another collision. E: 5 sequential frames showing curling of the wavebreak into a new spiral wave. F: 5 sequential frames showing collapse of the wavebreak at the boundary. Time (in seconds) is shown in each frame.
simulations. This substantially reduced the computational burden of our simulations. Although the time scale reduction is not expected to alter the model results, it represents one of the limitations of the present study. More detailed numerical models are needed for full exploration of the observed phenomenon.

4) Unanchored spirals in cardiomyocyte cultures can disappear because of their collision with the boundary. However, they often self-terminate without any apparent anatomic obstacle in sight. The mechanism of such self-termination remains to be addressed.

Conclusions. We have shown that overdrive pacing can terminate rotating waves by a paced-induced drift mechanism in a simple, endogenously heterogeneous model of cardiac tissue. The latter occurs via cyclical movement of wave break. Continuous high-frequency pacing then shifts the wave break to an area where the spiral becomes unstable or collides with the boundary of the excitable medium.

We also may note that the ability to directly observe paced-induced drift of rotating waves in cardiac preparations offers an important methodological tool to further understand this process, e.g., questions regarding the size of heterogeneity that stabilizes the rotating wave and/or its boundary conditions; the role of fiber anisotropy; the effects of the spiral core on the direction and velocity of paced drift; the efficacy of different pacing strategies; or a new combination of therapies that combine low-voltage shocks with overdrive pacing. All these questions can be addressed with relative ease using the described experimental approach.
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